Incident Management


Reduce risks with data-driven
preventive and corrective measures

Analyze risks and root causes for actionable
insights and improved response
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GOARC’s Incident Management module puts emphasis on risk
management and prevention, improved response, and
enhanced productivity
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The system enables in-depth incident investigation, risk assessment, and root cause analysis to
generate more effective corrective actions and accurate documentation. Detailed incident reports and
documents provide data-driven actionable insights and improve decision-making.



The Incident Management solution allows real-time reporting of accidents, injuries, and other events
from the field through a dedicated mobile app that enables bidirectional communication with realtime push notifications, videos, pictures, and location. The one-click escalation feature ensures
immediate status updates to all relevant internal and external teams and personnel for fast and
accurate response.



GOARC’s solution enables translation into any language. HSE teams can include incident management
training with videos, guides, and tutorials to walk all users through each of the system’s features and
functions. The Incident Management system can be scaled across all departments and facilities at any
location.

Scalable across all departments and facilities
Record and review incidents in detail, including
procedures, property, environement, and personnel
Actively manage corrective and preventive actions
Prevent incident case closure until all action items
are complete
In-depth incident investigation, risk assessment, and root
cause analysis
Data-driven actionable insights for improved response
Bidirectional communication and real-time information
transfer from the field
Training toolkit provides guidance on system features and functions
Translation-enabled for communication in all languages
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GOARC’s Value
Reach Operational Excellence with GOARC’s technology
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About GOARC

GOARC’s predictive AI-powered digital safety solutions delivers a real-time view of a plant’s
operational reality with superior visualization and dynamic work activities and risk management. It
connects people and aggregates disparate data from systems, sensors, and the human-derived
activities

–

delivering meaningful, actionable insights across the organization.


+972 2 5679078
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US +1 (216) 553 9005

www.go-arc.com

